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AUTHOR’S VOICESCRIPT—”RAW, ORIGINAL, VITAL”

 

True story of a magical house and the 
discovery of a new music never heard 
before. 
A series of interviews with individuals whose 
music making unearths worlds both devastating 
and sublime. With music as their travelling craft, 
shaman dreamers stretch imagination to 
its outer edges. 
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‘m no longer sure we all die.”  
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BOOK ONE • CHAPTERS 1−4

1• Musical Prelude ……………………………………………………0:22

2• I/1Praeludium in C Major ………………………………………… 13:00
3• I/2Praeludium in F-Sharp Major ………………………………… 19:30
4• I/3The Little Fugue in A Minor ………………………………………7:42
5• I/4Adagio and Allegro for Strings………………………………… 16:50
 TOTAL TIME 57:24
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ish, obscene, perverse scenes ever crafted. Or at least I 
thought so. They are the politics of lust, the lurid unravel-
lings of the dreams of man. Ha! See, even in your imagi-
nation you’re trying to sneak a glimpse of this outlandish 
morbidity. So—you too are the bee to my honey.

Do you see I’ve created these as my enticements to 
draw in my audience? Busloads! Anyone! Everyone who 
drives up that damnable dirt road comes here! But see 
how they respond—their disgust, their horror, their long-
ing, their lust they so suddenly reveal?

And so the play begins . . . with my . . . if I may say so. . .  
my cunning insight, my stage presence, my wit and (don’t 
forget!) my paintings. With my invisible, surgical scalpel I 
then go about dismantling their precious illusions. Disem-
balming their self-identities, and I cast them offstage and 
wait until the next charter bus arrives.

Have I no remorse, you ask? Not in the least! I’m doing 
my discarded players a service. Don’t you see? It’s just at 
such times as these—their lives are disembalmed, disin-
tegrated—that their souls are revealed even unto them-
selves. But lest I belabor the point, I do this performance 
for no altruistic reason. I do this theater to affirm my posi-
tion as director of my own reality. To me, all that exists 
is . . . is this life. Beyond is simply the void. Allow me to 
expand the point.

You, I, everyone makes choices. Either you are of the 
theater, or you are not. If you are not, notice this and act 
accordingly. You’ll be unceremoniously cast out anchor-
less and adrift—the pitiful players of the true players of 
the stage called Life. Truly said, all the world’s but a stage, 
but there’s only one stage center for each of us, and we in-
dividually must find it and hold center and this . . . this un-
godly, divinely beautiful, wild land (all of it!) is my stage. 
That’s right. So I just— 

I digress . . .

But allow me to add: I tell you all this as a preamble. 
Because the fellow you asked me about, to some degree, is 
responsible for the closure of my theater.

When did I meet him last? I’d been here a short time 
when I heard through gossip of a few locals in the region 
that someone had acquired a parcel of land not far from 
my shack and web. I could actually see it on the rise across 
the meadow. The news had no effect upon me until one 
morning I happened, during my usual constitutional 
walk, to cross over that direction.

When I reached his property, I came upon what I can 
only describe as an incomprehensibility. It was a rambling 
ditch. A ditch about three or four feet deep and maybe 
two feet wide. There was no machinery about. Just a shov-
el, a pickax, lying nearby. Nothing about this ditch made 
any rational sense. It curved around aimlessly this way 
and that. From a bird’s-eye perspective, I think it would 
have looked like a lying dead snake. Not curled. More like 
roadkill. Flung aimlessly to the side. It was, as we like to 
say in the trade, without rhyme or reason. 

On my next visit, the ditch was filled in with concrete. 
Small lengths of rebar jutted up here and there on its flat 
surface. Was this the foundation for walls? At the time I 
honestly couldn’t tell. 

It was on my third crossing over that I finally met him. 
There he was beside his maze, bent over a wheelbarrow, 
mixing cement with a hoe. I must admit I was somewhat 
disappointed. I’d envisioned something like a fire-breath-
ing ogre, perhaps. But there he was—an average, midsized 
man. Nothing more. Nothing less. We exchanged saluta-
tions, pleasant small words mostly about the weather as I 
recall. And that was that.

My visits became more frequent as the walls rose upon 
this rambling snake. I can’t say I got to adequately know 
the fella. He never stopped building long enough for ei-
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